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Listen to 6 Soundtracks from Tan Onwimon, a 
Behind-The-Scenes Who Believes in Teamwork 

What makes a good movie? 

Engaging plot, sharp dialogue, performers’ energy, dazzling special effect, neat art-direction, and other visible elements 
are perhaps the most common answers, but what if there is no soundtrack for 5 minutes, would you still think the movie is 
good? 

Someone once said that soundtracks are half of any movies. But since the audience mostly does not pay as much 
attention to the soundtracks as to the visible elements, most dream jobs about film industry would usually be director, 
playwright, or visual director instead. But there is an exception for Tan Onwimon.  

 

Fast-forward into his story, Tan is a former student from the Faculty of Journalism and Mass Communication from 
Thammasat University who chose to step into the realm of music by getting himself another bachelor’s degree of film 
scoring from Berklee College of Music, a place where Tan grew as a professional film composer with several different 
genres of soundtracks on his resume that we could barely keep up. 

“I consider myself a part of the production team. Everyone must move in the same direction. It can’t be what you want, 
and It is up to the decisions of the director and producer.” Tan gives a reason for such diversity on his resume. 

https://adaymagazine.com/author/author420/


Let’s hear how Tan’s music created his musical path. 

 

1st Song: BLOODY TANGO 

Being a Music Composer for a Friend in University 

Watching movies has been Tan’s hobby since he was young. At the time when he had to decide for his future, there is no 
doubt that studying films will be his future with the dream of being a director. Film composer was out of the options since 
he was not aware that the position even existed. 

“When it was time to actually study films, there were many musical activities outside of the classroom, until a friend who 
saw me as a musician told me to produce the music for the faculty’s musical plays called Just Buried: With Love and Hate 
when it was my 4th year of university. I decided to try. With no principles. I just let my heart run wild.” 

“I was playing saxophone and piano before then, but that was the first time where I had to write a music, and successfully 
I did. Now my friends who were studying films asked me to make more music for their films. And it went on and on. I 
wrote music for my friends’ films. I wrote music for my own films. Then I wrote music for Mahidol University’s students. 
When graduation came, I thought ‘How about I try?’” 

 

 

2nd Song: DRAGON FLIGHT 

Film Scoring Student Without Basic Theory Knowledge 



After graduation, Tan took many jobs for different types of films. He made music for a documentary from Thai PBS and 
stage plays to the point where he was sure this is something he truly wanted. That’s the beginning of flying across the 
ocean to study film scoring in the United States of America. 

“I could play music. I could read the notes. But I did not have the very basic knowledge of music. At the beginning, there 
were a lot of theories. All kinds of music structures. I was quite a bit of shock. But it got even harder for the last 2 years 
when it was really about film scoring. My professor would give us scenes from various types of films like comedy or 
fantasy like How to Train Your Dragon without the music and had us create the music for it. It was another shock for me 
too for I still felt like I had no idea how to do it, but we all tried. 

“That does not include the actual process of recording with the actual orchestra. It was quite nerve-racking. Try imagining 
yourself standing in front of 50 musicians. It was a completely different experience from writing music for small faculty’s 
musical plays. There was also no rehearsal for the film scoring, since time is money. If the process took too long the 
musicians might ask for extra hundred or even thousand dollars. So, we had to make it easy, but at the same time does 
not sound that way.” 

 

 

3rd Song: THE DARK FOREST 

Horror Movies Are the Best Form of Education 

Outside of the classroom, Tan still had enough energy to take on other scoring jobs, like a documentary named Tipitaka 
the Living Message, National Park of Thailand for the country’s national science foundation, or a stage plays called Sonn: A 
New Musical which was performed last July and again in September. It’s a surprise that he learned most from the genre 
he hated most. 

“The thought process for each kind of film is different, too. For a film to be dramatic, the music has to match the image. 
For example, there has to be a timely bang when a ghost appears. Or we need to tone down the music when it comes to 



documentaries. Stage plays is different since the performers have to sing, so the music has to support the singers, and 
the rehearsal is very intense since all shows are live for the audience. Recently I had the chance to write music for video 
game as well. Something called interactive music like when the player is winning or losing. We also needed to create 
many layers for the programmers to use them.  

“And recently I enjoyed working with thriller and horror films. I am actually scared while watching but there are strange 
techniques that really shine out of the usual box, like screeching sound from a violin or play a note that is slightly out of 
tune. It sets an interesting tone for the film. I experimented a lot and I also learned a lot. So, horror films are the best form 
of practice (laughing).” 

 

 

4th Song: CAIRO 

Exoticism is The Key in Hollywood 

Among many works from Tan aside from music for Thai TV shows, he also had many works for Chinese media as well. 
Yolk Man, Alien sci-fi TV shows from China is one that he’s currently working with, thanks to the fact of Tan being Asian 
and understands eastern music much deeper than foreigners. 

“I think it is my advantage is I was already familiar with Asian culture, and now that I have been influenced by the western 
side of the industry, I have both up my sleeve. It is not easy to get a Westerner who knows the eastern as well as I do, for 
I understand the timing and cultures better. It is an interesting advantage, but ultimately, I can do anything (laughing).  



“Eastern and western audience are different too. Yolk Man, for example, is a sci-fi, alien-themed TV shows from China. 
When I started working on it I thought of music from Stranger Things which has a marvel vibe to it. But when I submitted 
the work, the response I got was ‘This is good, but it’s not Asian enough’ (laughing). So, I had to come back and start 
thinking about scary movies when I was a kid and did some research with GDH movies and I had to figure out how to 
soften the music down.” 

 

 



5th Song: THE VALLEY OF LIGHT 

Listen More. Watch More. Better Lighting for Working. 

Like other occupations, being a good film composer requires a lot of listening and watching to improve necessary skills 
and get better, and also to not repeat your work with someone else’s previously.  

“When I moved to LA, I had to up myself all the time. I had to learn film scoring from movies or learn new techniques and 
programs for even more interesting gimmicks when I was free. There is always competition, so I had to work as hard as I 
could with high professionalism. Because in films, games, TV shows, or any kind of industries, when there is an 
assignment, it needs to be done. Music is surely a form of art, but deadlines must be strictly followed. When you can do 
that, now everything is easier. You are now performing at the same level of standard as everybody else. 

“There are only 12 musical notes in the world, and it is definitely possible for your work to closely resemble somebody’s 
work. It actually happened to me when I was working at the school. I wrote a piece, and the teacher said ‘I am sorry. I 
really do feel bad. I know you did not copy someone’s work, but it does sound very similar’ (laughing). That is why I have 
to listen a lot, so you know whether it is similar or not. It’s one homework musicians and music writers have to do.” 

 

 

6th Song: THE FINAL BATTLE 

Film Composer is Part of The Team 

Even though being a film composer is a tough, exhausting job, and very often gets overlooked by the audience, Tan never 
had the thought of turning away from behind-the-scenes with the understanding that it is about working as a team. Work 
hard together and win together. 



“Producing good film score is not only about making melodious music, but good film scoring will blend into the movie to 
the point which the audience do not realize it’s there. Because a good soundtrack adds another dimension and emotion to 
the film and magnifies the actors’ performance. The audience should not know that this is my music. My job is to support 
the film the best I can. 

“I have never minded being a behind-the-scenes guy because I love being a part of film creation. I did not abandon the 
dream of being a film producer. I love that my music is played by an orchestra. Even if I had worked tirelessly for a whole 
month, when I hear the live performance or in the recording session, that is my reward. I love seeing the film being alive 
with my cues. It’s my happiness when I see my music and my heart poured into it. Anything is worth it.” 

 

There are many other good songs from Tan. You can check his latest work at tanonwimon.com  
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